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From Paper to Plastic

Before Mekong Circle filed papers that organized itself into a legal body
known as a non-profit corporation, it was an informal group of about 50
men and women, mostly Filipino immigrants, who gathered for weekend
dinners in their homes in Los Angeles, California. Among the traditional
Filipino cuisine of abodo and pancit, there were a dish or two of Lao
food -- tam som’s thin sliced papaya salad or ping khai grilled chicken.
These Lao staples were fond reminders of their days in an Asian kingdom where they had lived and worked, some for as long as 18 years
from the 1960s to the 1970s.
In 1975 they were among nationals of foreign aid agencies
compelled to leave on orders of a new Communist government. Many
found new homes in America, bringing with them indelible memories of
their Laotian sojourn. During their weekend gatherings, the retelling of
those experiences evoked the stories told in a newsletter that recorded
their work in Laos. “Balitang Laos” (Lao News), issued twice a month,
was produced by a messy combination of stencil and an aging mimeograph machine. The expats in Los Angeles who kept copies treasured its

fading text and grainy photos -- the onslaught of decades, humidity and
bookworms on cellulose paper.
In July 2000, the expats decided it was time to incorporate
under the rules of the state of California. Among its requirements -- proclaim a mission statement. And so it did, one of which was to propagate
the history of their Laos experience. Two books were published; a website was launched. And a newsletter began publication -- Mekong Circle
Newsletter. Thanks to publishing software such as Mircrosoft’s Publisher
and Photoshop or Adobe’s Quark, the paper’s digital version also found
readers on the Web.
Some Newsletter features resurrected Balitang Laos items of
special relevance to their new lives in another land. But mainly the
Newsletter recorded how Mekong Circle Filipinos, transplanted once,
found themselves yet again as expatriates. A cultural historian John
Docker, would describe them as living “the sense of belonging to more
than one history, for more than one time and place, for more than one
past and future.”
We have digitized both newsletters. The hope is that in their
new incarnations as four-inch round polycarbonate plastic discs, our histories can last longer and shared more widely.
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